Our passion for creating new solutions, our desire to meet customers’ needs, and our love of aesthetics - t hese are
the reasons why we designed the modern Q STALYO gutter system.
We create gutters that will be at your service for many years to come, due to their qualityand timeless
style.

Are you looking for custom solutions?
Northern and Western Europe phone +48 790 233 862

Discover the Q STALYO PRO system - rectangular, with minimalist beauty and the durability of steel.

Galeco QSL Kft.

Southern and Eastern Europe phone +48 664 559 988

Your gutter system

2083 Solymár, Külső Vasút út 1

The system is designed in line with the latest architectural trends,
combining quality and affordable price. It is reliable, modern and minimalistic, perfectly highlighting
the symmetry of the building.

Hungary

export@qstalyo.com

/qstalyo

Distributor:

Simplicity in symmetry
The rectangular and symmetrical shape matches the latest
architectural trends and guarantees the highest aesthetics of
the building.

No joiner - no problem
The patented solution of assembly strips makes the gutters
fixing quick and easy. With no joiners necessary.

Increased performance
The double fold of both drips inside the gutter prevents rainwater from splashing out.

Savings and peace of mind
The cost of the system is lower due to lower number of components and s ymmetrical design. The system is covered by
a 25-year warranty.

Fashionable colours
Products are available in colours matching the latest architectural trends.

www.qstalyo.com
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Don't worry about the size.
Stalyo PRO gutters have universal dimensions,
matching every type of building.
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Calculation of the Effective
Roof Area (ERA)
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DOWNPIPE
LOCATION

DOWNPIPE
TYPE/SIZE

CAPACITY

Downpipe at the edge
of the building

125/ 80 / 80

90 m ²

Downpipe at the middle
of the building

125/ 80 / 80

140 m²

Downpipe cross
section
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